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State of the Industry

The pandemic ebbed and flowed throughout 2021, leaving massive changes in its wake. Employers of every size and 
industry were forced to choose between new modes of working that once seemed obscure or temporary, such as fully 
remote and hybrid models. The very idea of benefits or perks in the workplace evolved, too. After all, what good is a 
premium parking spot or free on-premises gym if nobody’s in the office to use it? 

Employees, on the other hand, had their day in the sun during the same period. With more than 19 million U.S. workers 
leaving their jobs since April of 2021, journalists and thought leaders have concocted myriad terms to describe the mass 
exodus. Whether you call it “The Great Resignation” or “The Great Reconsideration,” the impact has been—without a 
doubt—great. Candidates are leaving the status quo behind to seek out exactly what they want, often fielding multiple 
prime offers in the process. This bull market of perfect jobs won’t last, but for the moment, its complexities need to be 
unraveled.

As with previous KORE1 salary guides, we looked at the demand for specialists in areas like IT, emerging hiring trends, 
crucial skill sets, and what businesses were paying for talent in order to maintain their competitive edge in the market. 
Depending on where you look and who you ask, predictions regarding the U.S. employment landscape in 2022 can 
differ greatly. To help navigate this uncertainty, our 2022 Construction salary guide condenses our years of experience in 
staffing and our in-depth knowledge of the markets in which we operate into an easy-to-use compendium. We hope the 
information within proves useful as you plan for the future in these uncertain times.

Sources: McKinsey, WIRED

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/great-attrition-or-great-attraction-the-choice-is-yours
https://www.wired.com/story/great-resignation-tech-workers-great-reconsideration/
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2022 Employment and Hiring Trends
Companies Must Care (About Everyone)

The pressure is on for corporate entities to show they care—whether they mean 
it or not. Social responsibility sits high on the list of priorities for business leaders 
as they determine their corporate agendas. This shift comes not a moment too 
soon: With concerns about the threat of climate change and the daily struggles of 
underrepresented people breaking into the national conversation, the onus is on 
corporate America to enact some form of meaningful change in combating these 
issues. Where once the bottom line was the noblest pursuit in business, sustainability 
must now be embedded as a key determinant of success.

Hiring managers across the country are waking up to the fact that diverse hiring 
prompts innovation by corralling a greater variety of thoughts and opinions under 
one organizational roof. Business leaders used to search for talent just in their own 
homogeneous networks, essentially looking for one needle in one haystack. But the 
truth is, with the advent of more inclusive hiring practices, companies are finding out 
that there are more needles within reach than they imagined, making their search 
less imposing than they originally imagined. The possibilities for restructuring the 
workplace are endless, which is as exhilarating as it is daunting.
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Compensation Complications

The ways in which we work show no signs of changing, and the ways we get 
appraised as workers are changing at a commensurate rate. Location matters less 
and less in the evolving work landscape. 

Think of it this way: If a Silicon Valley-based startup hires two equally skilled full-stack 
developers to work remotely, and one lives locally in San Francisco while the other 
resides in Cincinnati, should those developers be compensated at the same rate? Is 
the employer responsible for the differing living expenses of remote workers? This is 
just one example of the shifting goal posts companies must face when determining 
salary.

The very nature of KPIs is changing, too. Purpose-driven metrics with an altruistic 
bent are getting baked into compensation and performance decisions. Companies 
across industries have chosen to reconfigure the system to reward sustainability 
and ethical decisions. For example, a leading producer of cleaning and personal-
care products recently built sustainability targets into its incentive system for the 
company’s entire workforce, in service of its goal of being a zero-waste company 
by 2025. For those in the C-suite and in HR, it’s becoming almost as common to 
manage a company’s carbon footprint as it is to manage internal resources.

Sources: Forbes, McKinsey, PwC

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeannemeister/2021/01/14/10-hr-trends-for-the-next-normal-of-work/?sh=5be3c3935fc4
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/the-new-possible-how-hr-can-help-build-the-organization-of-the-future
https://www.pwc.com/ee/et/publications/pub/future-of-work-report.pdf
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How to Use this Guide
This salary guide includes the national average salary and the national 
top 10% salary for a broad range of positions within the Construction 
industry. If you’d like to learn what these national average salaries 
translate to in your part of the country, you can use our City Cost 
Calculator to get a salary estimate.

We’ve also included a cost-of-living percentage, allowing you to 
determine how salaries in the Construction compare to cost of living in 
your area. 

Interested in a personalized salary estimate? Reach out to KORE1 for 
salary details based on your experience level and specific job function.

https://www.kore1.com/staffing-solutions-contact/
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Industry Trends
Construction

1. Renewed Focus on Safety

In the modern era, the construction industry has maintained a focus 
on health and safety. However, thanks to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
worker safety has taken on new importance. In order to protect 
workers from the coronavirus, additional on-site measures have been 
implemented including social distancing requirements, increased 
use of protective gear, and new safety protocols. At construction 
sites, smaller crews and staggered shifts are helping to keep 
workers apart, while enhanced cleaning procedures aim to ensure 
equipment is safe to use.
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2. Increasing Use of New Technology

Drones and 3-D printing are two technologies that have seen quick 
adoption in the construction industry and will continue to grow over 
the next few years. Drones, in particular, have experienced increasing 
use on construction sites because they provide real-time, actionable 
data and allow contractors an aerial view to survey safety issues, 
measure materials, and view large sites as a whole1. Drones can even 
be used as on-site security to minimize the risk of theft and help 
projects stay on schedule. Similarly, 3-D printing is beginning to be 
used to produce building components, saving time and money in 
the commercial construction process.

Source: https://www.levelset.com/blog/construction-industry-trends/  
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National Construction Positions 2022 Salaries

Executive Average Salary Top 10%

Construction Manager $86,000 $136,000

Construction Project Manager $85,000 $143,000

Project / Field Engineer $72,000 $110,000

Superintendent $83,000 $135,000

Estimator $71,000 $116,000

Division Manager $93,000 $166,000

Pre-Construction Manager $99,000 $164,000
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Region Cost of living % above or below national average

So Cal 48%

Nor Cal 80%

Denver 12%

Boston 48%

Tri State 129%

Cincinnati -8%

So Cal 144%

Nor Cal 125%

Denver 124%

Boston 134%

Tri State 132%

Cincinnati 13%

Multiply the national average 
salary by the percentage below 
in your region for a salary 
estimate.

Refer to the chart below to 
contrast the average salary for 
your role against the average 
cost of living for your area.

Salary Calculator

Looking for more than an 
estimate? Reach out 

for precise salary insight for 
yourself or your open roles.

https://www.kore1.com/staffing-solutions-contact/

